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The Model: HC-1000 Oil in Water Analyzer is a result of combining the latest, state of the art
technology with over 20 years of experience in building and servicing on-line analyzers package
system. This unit utilizes a measurement chamber with a UV light source, which reacts with oils
in water to determine the concentration of soluble oils without the use or consumption of
supporting chemicals.

This cost-efficient design provides very simple, yet rugged construction.

The Model: HC-1000The Model: HC-1000 demonstrates the perfection of on-line water measurements by having rapid
measurement cycle without limiting accuracy, repeatability or reliability.

The Model: HC-2000 is designed and fitted as all features of HC-1000 and gives the option to the
explosion-proof rating of a installing area.

The Model: HC-2000 is certificated by ATEX standardized for explosion-proof certification in
Europe and is possible to measure safely under any environment.

For the continuous
measurement of oils in
water process streams.
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On-Line
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Analyzer
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Principles
The measurement cycle is based on a UV light source reacting with the oils to cause fluorescence
which is the detected and measured.
The sample is constantly flowing through a quarts cell (a peristaltic pump option is available for
non-pressurized sample to provide flow). The operating principal quantifies the concentration of
oil based on the fluorescence intensity measured by a photo-multiplier tube located
perpendicular to the UV light path.perpendicular to the UV light path.

An auto-zero feature allows the analyzer to adjust turbidity, slow fouling or deterioration of light
sources by resetting the baseline of the full light intensity.
The final concentration calculation is correlated to the florescence intensity of the sample based
on a programmable correlation chart, which can be customized by the end-user. To further
enhance the overall performance of the system, multi-band options are available to give the
analyzer a broad measurement range.

Application
With growing public awareness and concern for controlling water pollution and enactment of the
Clean Water Act in 1972 (amended in 1977) it has become increasingly important to continuously
monitor the quantity of effluents in waste water prior to discharge.
Finding a method of obtaining accurate results in a cost effective way has plagued industrial
companies because of the nature of the chemistry involved. 
 The development of photometric and spectroscopic techniques has proved an invaluable tool in The development of photometric and spectroscopic techniques has proved an invaluable tool in
the application of on-line effluents monitoring.
The removal of hazardous solution and high temperature applications coupled with fast response
and high accuracy has brought the use of photometric correlation techniques to the forefront of
waste and process water monitoring.
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Specifications

Analyzer Layout & Certificate

Contact Us
Taechin SMET Corporation
URL : http://www.taechin.com
622-5,JangHang-Dong, IlsanDong-Gu, Goyang-Si,GyungGi-Do, Korea      
TEL:+82-31-908-6789, FAX:+82-31-908-6723
E-mail: sales@taechin.com, csnd@taechin.com

Optional Systems
- Purge Enclosure System (Ex p II T4)

- BTX Specialized Filtering System 

- Auto-cleaning Sampling System

- Sample Cooler


